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Bright Summer, a one-movement piece for orchestra, was composed in Arizona, 
and completed in February 2013. The piece is approximately twelve minutes long. The 
motivation for writing this piece was the death of my mother the year before, in 2012.  
The prevailing mood of this work is bright and pleasant, expressing my mother’s cheerful 
personality when she was alive. It also portrays bright summer days which resemble my 
mother’s spirit.  
Thus, soundscape plays an important role in this work. It depicts summer breeze, 
rustling sounds of leaves, and, to translate a Korean saying, “high blue skies.” This 
soundscape opens the piece as well as closes it. In the middle section, the fast upbeat 
themes represent my mother’s witty and optimistic personality. The piece also contains 
the presence of a hymn tune, The Love of God is Greater Far, which informs the motivic 
content and also functions as the climax of the piece.  It was my mother’s favorite hymn 
and we used to sing it together following her conversion to Christianity.  
The piece contains three main sections, which are held together by transitional 
material based on the soundscape and metric modulations. Unlike my earlier works, 
Bright Summer is tonal, with upper tertian harmonies prevailing throughout the piece. 
However, the opening and closing soundscapes do not have functional harmonies. For 
example, tertian chords appear and vanish silently, leaving behind some resonant sounds 
without any harmonic progression. Overall, the whole piece is reminiscent of my mother 







I wish to dedicate this piece to my compassionate and trustworthy mother, 





 I would like to thank Dr. DeMars for his rich inspiration and advice. Especially, 
his abundant experience in orchestration was a biggest influence. With him, I could 
succeed my academic achievement music-wise. I also would like to express my deepest 
appreciation especially to Dr. Rogers since he was significantly contributed to the 





 Bright Summer is my first orchestral piece in memory of my mother. The work 
has three main ideas; soundscape sentimentalizing about my mother, fast, up-beat 
cheerful catchy theme portraying her witty and optimistic personality, and presence of a 
hymn tune ‘The Love of God is Greater Far.’ This hymn was my mother’s favorite when 
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